
Committee Purpose of Tour Planned Activities Date From Date To Students Others Query

ACC Football (001)

Each year the Football Club travels to a European destination to play football against local teams of a similar standard. The tour provides a team 

bonding experience as well as the chance to play against new teams with playing styles that we do not typically encounter in BUCS or LUSL. Another 

important element of tour is that players from all teams are encouraged to play with one another, emphasizing our mentality of being one club and 

not eight separate teams.

PLEASE NOTE: The actual start date of the tour is the 26th June 2015. As this falls outside the time period for summer tours I have entered the start 

date as 29th June 2015. This has been done after consultation with the DPFS.

Travel to two German cities

 Stay for four nights in Munich and three in Frankfurt with a coach transfer in between.

 Play three matches against high level opposition. These will be local university or amateur/semi-pro sides.

 Visit football stadia in Munich and Frankfurt for tours. These will be included in the tour price.

 Partake in tours of each city to fully embrace the local culture.

 A 'Tour Dinner' on the final night of tour to celebrate the week and present awards. (e.g. Player of Tour)

 Each member will get a tour shirt to wear when we are playing matches.

29/06/2015 04/07/2015 33 0

ACC Boat (006) Boat Club Cycling Training Camp

Cycling tour in the French Alps for 10 days before the start of the new season. Open to all members of the club (seniors and 

novices) as well as new members for the upcoming season.

07/09/2015 16/09/2015 20 2

Not boat? Also UK cycling is 

possible, what's the benefit 

to abroad?

ACC Cross Country (008)

Imperial College's Cross Country and Athletics Club are planning a one week, pre-season training camp in Mid-Wales, from Friday 18th September 

until Friday 25th September. 

After a year of high achievement and our largest ever membership, we want to continue to build and support participation and improvement within 

our club. As such, the purpose of this tour is to build fitness, technique and in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere.

The training camp will be aimed at all levels of abilities with a wide range of training activities designed to improve our members' stamina, speed, 

strength, and endurance. The location chosen is ideal for this type of training as it is surrounded by countryside with many paths perfect for hill 

training, off road and distance running. As these paths will be mainly off road impacts are reduced whilst also training stability muscles vital to 

injury free running. The accommodation we have chosen is large converted barn with 11 bedrooms capable of sleeping 24 people. 

We also want to continue our work to bring athletics into our club, and have chosen this location as it is a short drive to the athletics track in 

Wrexham. This allows those in the club more keen on track running to visit a few times during the week, with one full group trip to introduce track 

training to members who have not tried athletics.

 This tour also provides more experienced club members with an ideal opportunity to teach less experienced members good training practice, with 

special consideration to reducing injury risks in the following year.

To minimise costs we have chosen a self-catered cottage as this will allow us to eat together and cater for any dietary requirements. Travel to and 

from Wales will be by minibus and two cars. This will allow us to transport the entire group comfortably with space for personal and group 

equipment.

Each day will have a plan of training ranging from short runs and strength and conditioning, longer runs on a day trip away 

and hill reps.

We plan to have activities on each day, Saturday to Thursday, with a rest day on Tuesday. More experienced club members 

will be on hand to provide advice with training, for each tour participant.

Provisional Training Plan:

Friday (18th) - Arrive

Saturday - Morning medium length Run, lunch and rest. Explore area and options for evening run.

Sunday - Long run, possibly at nearby lake. 

Monday - shorter run, perhaps some hill reps and circuit training

Tuesday - Rest Day (trip out to local village or other tourist spot)

Wednesday - Track session in Wrexham.

Thursday - Short run and Hill reps or end of week time trial.

Friday (25th) - Depart

18/09/2015 25/09/2015 24 0

ACC Hockey (012)

After the success of the tour to Greece last summer, the hockey club are looking to run a larger, International tour to Sri Lanka. The aim of the tour 

is to test our skills against teams in a country with a rapidly increasing interest in hockey as well as experiencing  the culture Sri Lanka has to offer. 

25 members of the club, coming from all 6 teams, are going on tour this year which, as last year, should help with the overall cohesion of the club. 

The group also has a large proportion of 1st years which should help create a strong group going forward into the following years at the club. With 

the mix of people going we are able to field ladies, men''s and mixed teams providing a great variety of hockey.

Leaving London Heathrow for Colombo Monday 29th July, playing hockey against local teams. Heading to Kandy on 5th July 

to play more hockey and soak in the local culture! Finally, heading to the coastal region to participate in some more cultural 

activities. We also plan on undertaking daily excursions to visit some locals and hopefully teaching some of the locals to play 

hockey too! Head back to Colombo to fly back to Heathrow on the 12/13th July.

29/06/2015 13/07/2015 26 0

ACC Lawn Tennis (017)

To give students the opportunity to train and play competitive tennis matches on clay surface (which is not readily available within the UK) and 

represent Imperial College on an international scale. To strengthen the social and competitive bonding between all team and social players of 

Imperial College.

We have been in contact with Bel Air Tennis Club in Spain (http://www.belairtennis.com/) and they have agreed to host us 

between 13 and 17 July 2015. 

The tour programme would involve:

   - competitive and friendly matches against members of the home club (matches would be in both singles and doubles 

format against players of our standard)

   - training on court (amongst ourselves and also the opportunity for coaching, which we do not receive during the university 

term)

   - conditioning training (the home club provides off-court stamina classes and there would also be room for us to self-

organise conditioning training because the club lies near the beach and a large park)

Courts would be booked by us in advance for specific times on each day. 13/07/2015 17/07/2015 15 3

Is clay really not available, 

looks a bit like a social tour 

too

ACC Rugby (021)

This summer tour to Moscow is intended to provide the opportunity for students to participate in playing rugby 7's in an international setting. This 

will also help to spread ICURFC's presence outside of the UK as students will be able to interact with other students from around Europe and further 

abroad. With other sports being played and the influx of other cultures attending it is also hoped that they will gain a rich cultural appreciation  of 

not just Russia but everyone they meet.

The predominant activity is to participate in Moscow Games Rugby 7s tournament.

Along side this, there will opportunity to to visit some of the cultural landmarks and buildings around Moscow.

01/09/2015 05/09/2015 15 0

ACC Ultimate Frisbee (035)

To take part in the BURLA International Beach Ultimate tournament in Torre del Lago in Italy from the 18-20th September 2015. This tournament 

will allow the club to advance beyond the national tournaments we have competed in for the last few years and gain experience competing at an 

international level. The scale of the tournament is far larger than any we have competed in this year, with teams from all over Europe and the 

world. The tournament also takes place over three days, meaning it is longer than any tournament we currently compete in so will allow players to 

develop more as the competition progresses. The setting will allow the team to play beach ultimate, which is a format of the game not easily 

available in the UK. Exposing members of the club to this international standard of competition will accelerate their development as players, 

benefiting the club as a whole. Exposing club members to this standard and scale of competition will also allow them to appreciate the scale of 

Ultimate as a sport, taking them beyond the university competitions we compete in throughout the year. University Ultimate is undergoing a 

fundamental change next year, with the introduction of a Wednesday BUCS League. This tournament will grant the team some invaluable 

experience of high-level competition prior to the introduction of the league at the  beginning of the 2015-16 academic year.

Taking part in the BURLA International Beach Ultimate Tournament. Camping near to the venue for four nights from 

Thursday until Monday.

17/09/2015 21/09/2015 15 0

ACC Kendo (038)

The purpose of this tour is to visit and practise kendo with fellow Japanese university students in order to create and maintain good international 

relationships with overseas institutions, including reuniting with previous Japanese visitors at Imperial.  To learn the traditions of kendo and its 

modern day practices from one of the highest ranked kendo sensei (instructor) in the world with a 3 day seminar, this is a rare opportunity that can 

only be experienced in Japan. It would also be great to see the difference in kendo training first hand, as there are many small but significant 

differences which we would like to bring into our own practice sessions. To experience the culture difference and living style of living in Japan as well 

as travel throughout Japan.

3 days of kendo seminars with 8th dan sensei that involve training sessions to refine our techniques and to develop more 

advanced techniques. Also to learn about the traditions and the meaning of kendo,its methods and history.

4 days of regular kendo practice with Shigakukan University students, taking in the different training methodologies.

3 day Japan tour to reach Tokyo going via Osaka, Hiemji and Nara. Taking in the various National Treasures and World 

Hertiage sites. 

3 days of kendo practice with Hitotsubashi University students in Tokyo, taking in the different training methodologies. Also 

to explore Tokyo with fellow students. 02/07/2015 16/07/2015 7 1 Regular trip to japan?

ACC Tae Kwon Do (052)

The primary purpose of this tour is to train with various Taekwondo clubs in Barcelona.  Out previous coach had a contact within the Barcelona 

Taekwondo National team and has been able to gain us an opportunity to train under Javier Sanchez (Olympic Taekwondo medallist!). This is a 

valuable experience to gain exposure to different training styles, and be able to train with world class Taekwondo practitioners.

We are planning to train at the following places:

-  Gym Hnos. Argudo: Instructed by Javier, a national coach and Olympic bronze medallist in Barcelona 1992. He has also won 

several National, European and World Championships.

-  Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya (UPC): A local university club who are also coached by Javier (This training will allow us 

to bond with other university students who share the same interest as we do) 

-  CAR (High Performance Centre): Javier coaches some of the national team fighters that live and train in this centre. Elite 

athletes from over 30 sports train here.  They have incredible training facilities and we would be able to train and learn from 

the national team players. 

We are planning to train at least 2 sessions a day (2 hours per session) at different places.

In between training sessions, if we have enough time, we also hope to explore the culture of Barcelona, and visit their 

markets, beach, and restaurants.

Please note that the date has not been confirmed yet, but the number of days shall remain unchanged.

09/07/2015 12/07/2015 10 3



RCC Canoe (105)

ICCC Summer Tour 2015 will be to Norway. Norway is described as the 'world's premium destination for steep, clean whitewater'. Norway is a 

varied and spectacular paddling destination. The club has run trips to Norway before, but not for many years.  

Many of our members have not paddled outside the UK, and certainly not on the type of rivers found in Norway. Paddling outside the UK is 

essential to develop skill, as the style and volume of the rivers changes completely. We hope to develop the skills of our intermediate paddlers, 

whilst still giving opportunities and enjoyment for the experienced members. The location of the tour is perfect as it has a very broad range of white 

water grade. We have a fairly experienced group who have registered interest in tour, so we will be able to begin on large volume grade 3/3+ rivers. 

However, there are still many harder grade 4/5 rivers, enabling the more able members to keep improving and developing their leadership skills, 

which aids our safety in UK rivers in future years.

The specific aims and objectives of the tour are to provide an all inclusive tour, enabling some members their first time paddling outside of the UK, 

and greatly improving the skill level of all members. River choices are dependant on paddlers ability and water levels, so specific location/river 

decisions are usually made nearer the time. There will be a wide range of rivers paddled, both in volume, difficulty, and style, ensuring suitable 

rivers for all.

The Summer Tour is regarded as the highlight of the year in our club, with a very high attendance and enjoyment levels. It is the time of year when 

the largest improvement of ability happens, essential for our club to continue and continue to be safe.

Whilst in Norway, the primary activity will be kayaking down White Water rivers. The exact rivers and location will be 

dependent on water levels and group ability, but will be largely based in the (large) region of national parks NNW of Oslo. 

We will depart on Saturday 27th June and return on Sunday the 12th July.

29/06/2015 12/07/2015 15 5

RCC Caving (106)

This summer, ICCC plans to return to the Migovec Plateau. Last year's expedition was a huge success in which we established two underground 

camps (500 and 700 metres below the surface), discovered over 2km of new cave passage and taught 3 new members the skills necessary for 

expedition caving.

This year our major caving objectives include reestablishing our secondary deep camp to enable further exploration of deep cave passage 

(approaching 1km below the surface) that is now becoming strenuous to explore from our main camp. We will also continue to explore high level 

passage with the aim of lengthening the cave further.

The importance of this expedition to our club cannot be overstated. Firstly it enables our club to train our new members to world class levels of 

caving proficiency. This means they can quickly take on leading roles in our UK caving which prevents the inevitable skills drain that all university 

clubs experience as people graduate. It provides a engaging reason for previous members of the club who have since graduated to meet with us and 

provide advice and support. In addition to fostering lifelong bonds of friendship amongst members and creating unforgettable memories, it also 

lends a degree of legitimacy and prestige to the club in the wider caving community, both in the UK and abroad. We are one of only two or three UK 

university clubs to organise expeditions on such a scale and with such success. 

Our collaboration with the local JSPDT club promotes greater understanding and cooperation within the international caving community, and our 

close relations with JSPDT has also granted us many privileges that would otherwise be very difficult or impossible to achieve, such as permission to 

camp in the Triglav National Park for free. 

Our findings are presented at the yearly national caving conference, Hidden Earth, and our talks on the Migovec developments often generate a lot 

of interest from the caving community. We also contribute articles on our discoveries to Descent, the national caving publication. On top of that we 

produce high standard surveys for the cave and distribute it freely.

Logistics for the tour are immense but fortunately have been streamlined over the years. As our equipment required is extremely bulky (kilometres 

of rope, months supply of food), we will drive out to Slovenia in the 9-seater. Additional personnel fly to Trieste/Ljubljana then travel to Tolmin via 

public transport.

In summary, our objectives for the tour are:

*To discover more cave passage at depth and further our understanding of the Sistem Migovec system.

*To reestablish a second camp deeper in the cave, building on that of last year.

*To expose new cavers to completely new experiences like discovering cave passage and camping underground.

*To further hone the exploration caving skills (bolting, digging, surveying, etc) of all members. 

*To present our discoveries to the wider caving community through articles and presentations.

11/07/2015 22/08/2015 12 5

To the same place (though 

it's pretty cool)

RCC Exploration (109)

The tour is a two week trip to Les Ecrins National park to improve on skills and safe practice in activities such as alpine mountaineering and glacier 

travel. This is so members can use these skills in future expeditions that are further afield. The location has been chosen as it slightly more remote 

than some of the more popular regions of the French alps such as Chamonix and therefore provides better practice for an expedition situation 

whilst still having a system of huts that can be used when neccessary. In case of bad weather and for rest days, there is also good hiking and cycling 

in the area.

Alpine mountaineering, hiking, possibly some cycling

29/06/2015 12/07/2015 10 0

RCC Fellwanderers (110)

To allow the Fellwanderers to experience hiking outside the UK we will be travelling to the Vanoise national park in France, close to the Franco-

Italian border. This area contains some impressive scenery and walking terrain of a quality different to that accessible in this country.

The plan is to tackle a roughly circular tour of the Vanoise following marked trails (such as the GR5 and GR55) and starting 

and finishing in the town of Modane. Accommodation will be in a mixture of mountain refuges and campsites along the way. 

We will reach Modane by train from Lyon Saint-Exupéry airport. 02/07/2015 14/07/2015 6 0

RCC Mountaineering (116)

This year we plan to take the mountaineering club to Ailefroid in the Barre des Ecrins, A mountainous region in the south of France. 

The quiet village of Ailefroide at 1515 metres is located in the 2nd biggest French mountaineering area after Chamonix, nestled at the foot of the 

Mont Pelvoux ( 3946 m ) in the Ecrins massif. In the climbing world, Ailefroide is renowned as one of the most beautiful natural climbing spots. 

Whether you're a beginner or experienced, whether you prefer long routes or boulders, there is something for everyone.

Rest day activities will be hiking or slacklining.

The purpose of the tour will be to give members of the club, new and old, and experience of climbing in a mountainous area at whatever level is 

best suited to them.

We will fly to Grenoble or Turin and hire vehicles to get us to the campsite.

Climbing, Walking

05/09/2015 15/09/2015 18 2

RCC Outdoor Club (120)

We want to explore Western Europe by bike, cycling around France and some of the countries near it (either Belgium and Netherlands in the North 

or Spain in the South). We will cycle along paths and into the countryside and plan to do some hiking on some of the days. We will be doing a 

mixture of camping and staying in hostels.

Cycling, Hiking, exploration of Europe's countryside

07/09/2015 21/09/2015 8 0

RCC Skate (124)

To compete in the Le Mans 24hr Roller Relay.

As last year, the tour spans the end of the Spring tour period and the beginning of the Summer tour period, so as advised last year we enter it here 

as a summer tour, but the true dates of the tour are 26/07/2015 - 29/07/2015

26th - Leave London, travel to Le Mans. Set up camp, have BBQ

27th- Get tabards and timers, parade lap. Race begins 4pm.

28th - Race ends 4pm. Finishers party and BBQ.

29th- Leave Le Mans at 10AM, travel back to London 29/06/2015 01/07/2015 10 0 Also went last year?

RCC Yoga (130)

We are planning to provide high quality Yoga classes and advanced workshops for yoga club members. The main aims are:

§ helping them enhance their abilities

§ enabling them to go on a journey of inner discovery

§ encouraging networking between people who share a similar interest for yoga

We are planning to provide:

§ 1-2 yoga classes on a daily basis

§ exploring the local culture (gastronomic delights and tourist attractions ) and natural scenery 

§ social activities to encourage bonding between club members 29/06/2015 03/07/2015 14 1

Application doesn't include 

destination?

RCC Wakeboarding (137)

To progress our members wakeboarding ability on a more intensive trip than our regular weekly sessions. By travelling to a warmer climate, 

members will be able to enjoy spending more time progressing their wakeboarding in an environment which we never get in the UK. In addition, by 

spending more time with our members, it plays an important role in enhancing the club social environment. As a secondary objective, we would 

also like to give our members the chance to learn and try out some kitesurfing.

We're a planning a 8 day trip where we plan on visiting several wakeboard cable parks from those closer to Paris to Toulouse, 

after which we plan on staying on the SW coast to experience the wakeboard venues there and the added option of doing 

some kitesurfing. We plan on visiting: Cergy, Albi, Rouffiac and Toulouse on the way down to the coast. We will be staying in 

accommodation at the wakeboard venues in addition to hostel/bungalow accommodation as required.

Regarding transport, we will be hiring a union 9 seater minibus and driving to France via the Eurotunnel. We will hopefully 

have several drivers to share the driving load which may vary but we estimate to be about 30 hours total.

We have 6 confirmed attendees and could potentially have more. The 9 seater is the most economical way of running the 

tour and should allows us to take up to 8 people.

Also, a similar trip was run last year and the year previously, both trips were a success and as such we have good experience 

with the logistics.

29/06/2015 07/07/2015 6 0



RCC Meat Appreciation (138)

Following the success of the society's first tour to Bruges last year, Munich has been selected for this year. German cuisine is world famous, and 

particularly noted for it's diverse meat dishes. This tour would consist of a flight direct to Munich early on the Friday followed by culinary and 

cultural activities within the city over the better part of the four days before an evening flight back.The tour will expand the gastronomic horizons of 

members of Meat Soc, allowing them to experience a range of Germanic cuisine.

The Munich tour would include visits various restaurants, museums and cultural sights.We will visit Munich's wirtshäusers, 

beer gardens, the Kunstareal museums, the Viktualienmarkt food market, and finish by visiting one of the Michelin starred 

restaurants, possibly Schuhbecks. 

Return flights to Munich are currently ~£120. We will stay at a centrally located hostel (currently ~£15 per night). 03/07/2015 06/07/2015 10 0

A&E Sinfonietta (402)

Sinfonietta's purpose is to advance the standard of playing of all our players and give them the chance to experience a range of different types of 

music and concert venues. One of the best ways of doing this is through tour. Whilst there, we organise orchestra socials, which everyone attends 

(in contrast to when we're back home) including meals and day trips. Although this is undoubtedly important in orchestra, since a feeling of part of 

the group is key, it is not the focus of tour. While abroad we learn a completely new programme for two concerts performed on Friday 11th 

September and Sunday 13th September. The high pressure of having to learn a programme in such a short space of time means that the orchestra 

gets much better very quickly. We also benefit from having our conductor, William Carslake, for the full duration of tour.

A trip to Valencia to include two concerts, played in collaboration with a local orchestra. This will help to expand the 

orchestra's musicianship by playing Spanish pieces and with local musicians and professionals. We are planning to perform in 

Societat Coral el Micalet, where Salvador Giner was a founding member and also at the Capitoli Theatre in Godella. We are 

also planning to merge with Godella Orchestra in order to have sectionals (led by a proffessional violinist, Pilar Mor) to 

improve our standard of playing ; something that is normally difficult to arrange due to our size. In addition we plan to 

arrange social trips such as to Xativa Castle and the Llotja, a World Heritage Site. 07/09/2015 14/09/2015 28 2

Low number for an 

orchestra - will they have 

enough players to perform?

A&E IC Big Band & Jazz (408)

This tour to Bucharest, Romania, will be an opportunity both for rehearsal and performance, giving members of the society different and exciting 

new platforms to showcase their talents. It will give various opportunities for members of each of our two bands to play with people in the society 

with whom they would not normally, and potentially to form some smaller ensembles within the tour group. We also hope to encourage 

collaborations with other musicians in Romania, for example in jam sessions.

The second main aim of this tour is to promote socialising between band members. Tours bring people together in a way that our usual rehearsals 

and socials cannot. We believe it is vitally important to gel well as a group of people in order to play well as a band!

The tour will be centred around performing: we currently have one confirmed gig at the Blue Note Café, Bucharest, and hope 

to secure 3-4 in total. Whole-band gigs such as these will take place in larger jazz clubs and venues. Furthermore, we will 

attend jam sessions on days without gigs where members will have the chance to practise improvisation and perform in an 

informal setting.

During the days, there will be opportunities for tourist excursions, for example to see the Arch of Triumph and the 

Cantacuzino Palace.

06/07/2015 13/07/2015 18 1

A&E String Ensemble (417)

Our Summer Tour this year will be to the smallest city in the UK - St Davids in Pembrokeshire, and its main purpose will be to rehearse and perform 

in a different environment and setting to that we are used to in London. Among ICSE's aims are to provide opportunities to its members to widen 

their musical experience, and performing on tour to new audiences is one of the most effective ways that this can be achieved. This is especially 

true during the summer, when we can rehearse and perform without academic pressures, leading to more motivated and enjoyable rehearsals 

which result in higher quality performances.

We plan an intensive schedule of rehearsals which will allow players to learn much about their individual and ensemble playing. These sessions will 

provide valuable practice time and allow our members to develop their technical and performance skills - two of our core aims as a society.

We will perform two concerts in order to share our music with the local community and to positively represent Imperial with our enthusiasm and 

passion for classical string repertoire. We are already in discussion with St David's Cathedral about holding a lunchtime concert, and this would be 

the first time that ICSE has had the opportunity to perform in such a prestigious venue. Further to this, we also plan a second concert elsewhere, 

although the details of this are still to be confirmed. These concerts will allow ICSE to continue with our recent successful fundraising efforts, and all 

donations received for our performances will go to charitable causes.

In addition to the musical activities, the tour will also be a great opportunity for strengthening social bonds within the ensemble, facilitated by the 

time spent together and reinforced by the social activities that will be organised.

St Davids has a rich history, not only with its own cathedral, but also as the birthplace of Wales's patron saint and with the impressive remains of 

the medieval Bishop's Palace. It is also less than a mile from the beach, and is located in the centre of Britain's only coastal National Park. Within the 

vicinity are an abundance of coastal paths, beaches, and wildlife, and these will be used as a basis for many of the planned social and cultural 

activities. For example, we are in the process of organising a sightseeing visit to Ramsey Island, which would allow us to see dolphins, whales, and 

seals in their natural habitats, as well as enjoying the coastline from a new perspective.

Accommodation wise, we have a booking for the Court House, which provides self-catering lodging right in the city centre. The Court House is 

annexed by a community hall which we plan to use for our rehearsals, and we are currently in the process of booking the use of this facility.

For transport, we will make use of two 9-seater minibuses. These will provide ample capacity for instruments, luggage and 17 travelling members 

Rehearsing classical string music, performing concerts for the local community (including in St David's Cathedral), sightseeing, 

exploring the local countryside, beach visits, boat trip, other informal recreational activities to strengthen social bonds in the 

ensemble.

16/09/2015 20/09/2015 17 1

ICSMSU Football (656)

We are competing in the International student games 2015 in Moscow (www.moscowgames.org). This is a 2000 student strong sports competition 

held in the olympic arena in Moscow, showcasing 10 sports with universities from 5 continents. We will enter the 5-a-side football tournament 

between 32 teams held over 4 days. All members of the club will be free to compete for a position in the squad based on sporting merit so that we 

have the best possible chance of success. We have managed to secure a position due to the standard of football which we play and are very excited. 

The entrance to the competition however is costly at ¤140 per person. This includes accommodation, airport transport and entry into the 

competition. As the participants from our club are students, this is a heavy fee to pay individually on top of flights to Moscow (~£150 through easy 

jet). On top of extra currency for food and drink this amounts to a lot and so we would like to secure help in financing this fantastic opportunity for 

our club.

Overall current cost per person (9):

Entry at ¤140 = £100

Return flights at = £150

Money for food and drink = £80

= £330

Total for all = 9 x £330 = £2970

To fly to Moscow on the 1st of September. To stay in the competition sponsored hotel for the duration of the games. To 

compete each day in the 5-a-side tournament, to reach the semi-finals at minimum whilst aiming as high as possible. To 

support the other English teams represented in the games and to represent Imperial as good ambassadors throughout. 29/06/2015 13/12/2015 9 0

ICSMSU Drama (678)

Tour is firstly an opportunity to bring together the society from first years to final years. Freshers are new to Drama at this point, and Tour is a 

fantastic way to get them involved in the society early on in the academic year. We also consider it a chance to welcome back our alumni.

We hope to relish this opportunity to embrace our creative influences whilst in a new city - perhaps also building ties with drama societies from 

other universities to learn about how they put on productions.

Viewing productions by other universities' societies or professional companies.

Rehearsing for the upcoming Autumn play at the end of November.

Exploring the city.

Holding a dinner for the society to enjoy.

07/11/2015 08/11/2015 30 5

Looks very social, no 

justification as to why 

outside of london



ICSMSU Music (679)

Every two years ICSM Music Society holds an international Summer Tour, most recently to Lisbon in 2014. This provides a rare and fantastic 

opportunity to draw all the large groups within the society together, including the choir, chamber choir, orchestra, jazz band and bands. This 

strengthens the society as a whole and also improves the standard to which the groups play by providing unique performance opportunities.  All 

previous international tours have gone very well and enabled up to 60 society members and alumni to come together to rehearse and perform 

somewhere new.  This year we decided to fill the gap between our 2014 and 2016 tours by hosting our first ever Summer Tour to a destination in 

the UK, and have planned a 5 day tour to Edinburgh.  This is a more distant destination than we would be able to reach with our annual weekend 

away in autumn and offers many exciting concert venues for all our ensembles.  With this tour we aim to achieve many of the benefits of an 

international tour whilst being as affordable as possible for society members.

The tour has been planned by a team of 4, led by the society's Vice-Chair and supported by the Chair and Treasurer.  This enabled us to budget early 

in the year and we met with the Student Activities Team and Alex Savell for advice. 

We have confirmed attendance from 43 society members and so far have received deposit or full payment from 39.  These numbers are not final as 

ticket sales are still ongoing but we estimate that approximately 50 people will attend.  We have arranged deposit payment through Purchase Order 

for accommodation for 38 people and will arrange the remaining accommodation once our tickets deadline has passed in the w/c 4.5.15.  We will 

be booking train tickets very soon for 41 society members, as 9 will be arranging their own travel from nearer Edinburgh or at different times, 

including 2 who will just be attending for the weekend.  We will be travelling from London King's Cross to Edinburgh Waverly on Fri 10.7.15 and 

returning on Tue 14.7.15. 

As with our previous international tours we will hire a mini-van to ensure that our equipment and instruments can be transported securely. The 

minivan will be driven by our orchestra conductor (who drove during the last weekend away and for several concerts) who is over 21 and has had 

over 3 years of driving experience. The cost has been estimated to be £430 (two way) - Van hire £170, Fuel £160, and £100 for Parking and 

Contingency in case of problems.

 

10/07/2015 14/07/2015 50 0

ICSMSU Yoga (686)

The ICSM Yoga committee would like to organize a tour abroad in Barcelona where we'd run a similar schedule to the official "yoga retreats". This is 

because we can arrange flights, accommodation and classes for far cheaper than what retreats offer so allowing the trip to be more accessible to 

our members. 

In our tour we'd like to plan classes in varying forms of yoga to try something different from what we're used to. Also part of yoga is relaxation so 

combining it with Barcelona is ideal!

This is also the first time we're hoping to get tour plans off the ground so that's quite exciting for our members!

Costs:

Easyjet Flights from and back to London: with baggage= £150pp// without baggage= £117pp.

Hostel for 4 nights: £88pp

Yoga classes= £8 pp per person

3 morning yoga classes

1 early evening yoga class

Boxing session (we have 3 boxing guys who do yoga joining us!)

Barcelona bus tour

13/07/2015 17/07/2015 9 0

RCC Synchronized Swimming (150)

Training in an open environment , in a swimming pool outside.

To attend a competition in other country with different swimmers

Attend a competition which is part of the Portuguese swimming federation

-train in an outdoor swimming pool

-Have a beginners course for those with all the basics movements of synchro and change of experience between the different 

levels

-know other culture (Portugal, Porto) 09/07/2015 12/07/2015 6 2

A&E Wind Band (419)

The Wind Band Tour to the Netherlands will run for a week from 2nd - 9th July in The Hague.

It will provide an excellent opportunity to showcase the music that we have been rehearsing to an international audience, become ambassadors of 

the college and to bond as a group (improving musicality as a band and strengthening playing abilities). 

We aim to play 3 concerts as well as busking with the opportunity for smaller groups within the band such as the swing band and saxophone group 

to perform should they wish to.

As this is Wind Band's first international tour, we hope to be able to use it as a base to organise further trips and tours in order to attract new 

members into the band.

At least 2 concerts in churches/halls as well as smaller venue/busking concerts

One of these will be at a church on a day trip to Amsterdam

Cultural and social activities - The Hague has a rich history with many sites of political interest and numerous tour 

opportunities to explore them.

02/07/2015 09/07/2015 25 1

ACC Gaelic Sports (062)

Gaelic football has become increasingly popular in mainland Europe in recent times. 'Coiste Chontae Na HEorpa' (The European County Board) has 

now existed for 15 years and organises fixtures across large parts of continental Europe. We have visited a large number of countries in the EU 

where the ECB is active for summer tours over the past few years. Last year we travelled to Munich and played a friendly with the local GAA club 

and organised a social that evening in the beer garden. International tours really allow us to appreciate how strongly the sport has grown and 

increased in popularity outside of Ireland. It also allows us to play teams of mixed abilities, who are more at the skill level of our club. Furthermore 

the strong friendship and camaraderie formed during tours has proved to have a large and long-lasting impact on club performance in recent years.

This year the committee decided to be adventurous and plan a tour to explore the Baltics. We plan to fly to Talinn, Estonia 

and stay there for 2 nights in a youth hostel (possibly X hostel, a chain with many hostels in Eastern Europe) and play a 

friendly gaelic football match against the 'Talinna Tulised ILvesed Gaa'. A club that was founded in 2009, and is therefore 

even younger than the Imperial College Club! We will also organise drinks or a meal with the members to exchange 

experiences and socialise in the evening. The rest of the tour will continue up to Riga, Latvia, via train. This is only a 4-hour 

journey. Riga is known as the 'Paris of the North' and is known for its very fine architecture and beaches by the Baltic Sea. It 

would therefore seem like a great destination to experience some culture and work on club bonding.

02/07/2015 07/07/2015 10 2

RSM Geophys Soc (654)

An educational trip to an active volcano (Mt Etna, Italy) to gain a greater understanding into the mitigation of volcanic hazard and to observe  

magmatic processes first-hand.  This trip will serve to enhance the course material that the members of Geophysics Society learn as part of their 

degree.

A geophysical expedition to the crater edge of Mount Etna.

Visiting Catania University's Geological Museum.

Observation of outstanding local geology.

Experience the local culture and visit a number of famous sites within Catana. 29/06/2015 02/07/2015 24 0

Definitely needs a risk 

assessment

A&E A Cappella (421)

The A Cappella society, and more specifically a cappella group 'The Techtonics', are looking to go on tour to Canada and the USA in September 2015. 

This will follow the model of the extremely successful tours that have taken place last three years to both the East and West Coasts of the USA. In 

2012 and 2013, the group toured the East Coast of the USA, running workshops with schools, singing with renowned a cappella groups and meeting 

top industry professionals. In 2014, the tour followed a similar execution, however was to the West Coast in order to further expand on the group's 

contacts and reach. Each year, the tour has built on the group's reputation as being one of the top UK collegiate a cappella ensembles. The 2015 

tour will be based around a series of gigs and workshops which will be throughout the duration of the visit, as well as socials meeting Canadian and 

US A Cappella groups, professionals and friends. 

At the 2015 society AGM, members voted unanimously to support the following statement: 'The members understand that whilst the summer tour 

should be fully accessible to all members, the society is in favour of supporting The Techtonics' application for IC trust funding through A Cappella 

for their Canada/US tour 2015. It is understood that only members of The Techtonics may partake. Full opportunity was given to groups/individuals 

to propose an alternative tour, however no such proposals were made.'. It should also be noted that for the first time, A Cappella society ran a 

Spring tour to Prague which was fully accessible to all members, and was a huge success. As a result of the statement and the transport limitations 

(car hire etc.), this tour is proposed to be only accessible to members of The Techtonics.

Initial confirmed plans for the tour include running a workshop at a Canadian summer camp, as well as performing/staying 

with some of the top US groups including 'Yale Out of the Blue', 'The Brown Derbies' and 'The YellowJackets'. Further plans 

are being made to organise many more school workshops, as well as some larger, more independent performances in other 

venues along the route.  Cities visited shall include Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa, Rochester, Boston and New York.

07/09/2015 26/09/2015 14 0

Debate for CSPB on minority 

of A Cappella attending

A&E Chamber Choir (423)

To bring sacred and secular choral music to the city of Riga, Latvia, and its surroundings. There is a tradition of choral music in the Baltic States, and 

we believe we could successfully reach out to the local public, whilst promoting the college's name at an international level.

Concert in a Cathedral in Riga, Visiting holocaust memorials, concert in a castle in the surrounding area, performing on the 

streets in the city centre.

13/09/2015 20/09/2015 20 5

A&E Design Collective (478)

-Immersive design focused weekend, enabling members to learn more about the world of design and facilitating design discussion between peers.

-learn and take design inspiration from another culture:

Nordic design is famous for its simplicity, practicali

Architecture Tour

Dainish Design Centre

DesignMuseum Danmark

Louisiana Modern Art Museum

Visit & shop at the many product design and Interior design shops

Cycle and hang out in the beautifully designed urban spaces within the city

Eat at traditional Danish restaurant

(yet to be confirmed) Meet up with design students within Copenhagen

Cycle and hang out in the beautifully designed urban spaces within the city

Eat at traditional danish restaurant

(yet to be confirmed) Meet up with design students within copenhagen 02/07/2015 05/07/2015 16 0


